**bathroom, bathrooms  [bo:θu:rm]**  
(Nomen)  
*Definition:* a room containing a bath where one can bathe  
*Übersetzung:* Badezimmer  
*Beispiel:* Do we have enough towels in the bathroom?

**bathtub, bathtubs  [ˈbɑːθəb]**  
(Nomen)  
*Definition:* a large container for holding water in which a person may take a bath  
*Übersetzung:* Badewanne  
*Beispiel:* Every week, the woman cleans the bathtub.

**take a bath**  
(Chunk)  
*Übersetzung:* baden  
*Beispiel:* I'm freezing, I better take a hot bath.

**tap, taps  [tæp]**  
(Nomen)  
*Definition:* a device used to dispense liquids, usually water, into a basin  
*Übersetzung:* Wasserhahn  
*Beispiel:* We don't have bottled water, you'll have to get it from the tap.
sink, sinks  [sɪŋk]
(Nomen)
Definition: a basin used for holding water for washing
Übersetzung: Waschbecken
Beispiel: Just put the dirty dishes into the sink, I'll do them later.

shower, showers  [ˈʃaʊə(r)]
(Nomen)
Definition: a device for bathing by which water is made to fall on the body from a height, either from a tank or by the action of a pump
Übersetzung: Dusche
Beispiel: I'm going to have a shower.
Synonym(e): shower bath

take a shower
(Chunk)
Übersetzung: duschen
Beispiel: Many people take a shower every day.

shower gel, shower gels
(Nomen)
Definition: a commercial gel soap, used to wash oneself, especially in the shower
Übersetzung: Duschgel
Beispiel: Can you give me some of your shower gel? I forgot mine.
**shave**  [ʃeɪv]  
(Verb)  
*Definition:* to make bald by using a tool such as a razor or pair of electric clippers to cut the hair close to the skin  
*Übersetzung:* rasieren  
*Beispiel:* I had little time to shave this morning.

**toilet, toilets**  [ˈtɔɪ.ət]  
(Nomen)  
*Definition:* a lavatory or device for depositing human waste and then flushing it away with water  
*Übersetzung:* Toilette  
*Beispiel:* Sorry, I need to go to the toilet.

**go to the toilet**  
(Chunk)  
*Übersetzung:* zur Toilette gehen  
*Beispiel:* May I be excused to go to the toilet, please?

**flush**  [ˈflʌʃ]  
(Verb)  
*Definition:* to cleanse by flooding with generous quantities of a fluid, particularly, to cleanse a toilet by introducing lots of water  
*Übersetzung:* abspülen  
*Beispiel:* Did you flush the toilet, sweetheart?

**mirror, mirrors**  [ˈmɪrə]  
(Nomen)  
*Definition:* a smooth surface, usually made of glass with reflective material painted
on the underside, that reflects light so as to give an image of what is in front of it

*Übersetzung:* Spiegel

*Beispiel:* Can you see your bruise in the mirror?

**soap, soaps**  [saʊp]

*(Nomen)*

*Definition:* a substance able to mix with both oil and water, used for cleaning, often in the form of a solid bar or in liquid form, derived from fats or made synthetically

*Übersetzung:* Seife

*Beispiel:* I tried washing my hands with soap, but the stain wouldn't go away.

**shampoo, shampoos**

*(Nomen)*

*Definition:* a commercial liquid soap product for washing hair or other fibres, such as carpets

*Übersetzung:* Haarshampoo

*Beispiel:* The shampoo smells wonderful!

**spray, sprays**

*(Nomen)*

*Definition:* a fine, gentle, disperse mist of liquid

*Übersetzung:* Spray

*Beispiel:* I need some hair spray to keep my haircut as it's supposed to be.
spray
(Verb)

Definition: to project a liquid in a disperse manner

Übersetzung: sprühen

Beispiel: Using a water cannon, the national guard sprayed the protesters.